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FEATURES
 12 Searching for More Good
Following her mother’s wise advice,
Mary Latham ’09 took a tragic time
in her life and turned it into a mission,
capturing stories of human kindness.
BY LAUREN DALEY 05 
18 Thirty Years Later...
Still Unsolved
In her new book, former crime reporter
and Associate Communication Professor
Maureen Boyle searches for answers to
the New Bedford Highway serial killings.
BY TRACY PALMER 
22 Mr. Stonehill
Francis X. Dillon ’70, Stonehill’s longest 
serving vice president, refects on his
44-year career upon his retirement.
BY MAURA KING SCULLY 
DEPARTMENTS 
2 President’s Letter 
3 Comments 
4 320 Washington Street 
9 Skyhawk Talk 
10 Faculty Spotlight 
27 Alumni Community 
41 Rhododendron Drive 
COVER Mary Latham ’09, at the  top 
of Pikes Peak in Colorado Springs, 
Colo., travels the country looking for 
stories of kindness to turn into 
a book for hospital waiting rooms. 
MUSICAL NOTES In the frst concert held in 
the May School of Arts & Sciences building 
in November, the Sons of Serendip, featuring 
lead singer Micah Christian ’06, delivered a 
spectacular performance, including a hauntingly 
beautiful “Hallelujah” and a rousing rendition 
of “Signed, Sealed, Delivered.” 
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President’s Letter 
Strong Minds,
Stronger Hearts 
ONE OF THE MOST REWARDING parts of my job as president
is watching how our students challenge themselves— 
intellectually, emotionally and spiritually. I return to this
theme often, especially when speaking to prospective
students and their families about how a Stonehill education
builds strong minds and stronger hearts.
At Skyhawk Welcome Days this semester, I mentioned 
Celia Dolan ’19, who wrote in a scholarship thank you letter 
that Stonehill inspired in her a passion for food justice that she 
did not know she had when she arrived on campus. Celia is 
now pursuing this as a career. 
Of course, our students’ ability to determine their next 
steps beyond Stonehill is critical, but so, too, is discovering 
what gives meaning to their lives and what impact they can 
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have on others. I see this approach in what our alumni are 
accomplishing with their Stonehill education. 
Mary Latham ’09 took her grief over the tragedy at Sandy 
Hook Elementary School in 2012 and her mother’s passing 
soon after and turned it into a mission to do “more good.” 
Traveling the country, she is photographing stories of kindness 
to make a book for hospital waiting rooms. As she says, 
“We are all going through something. Which is why it is so 
important to be kind. To smile at a stranger. To hold the door. 
To be a good person” [p. 12]. 
In December, Francis X. Dillon ’70 retired as vice president 
for advancement after serving the College across fve decades. 
For him, it was more a calling than a job as he sought to 
create educational opportunities for others. As he looks 
back, what pleases Fran most is his role in creating 204 new 
endowed scholarships for students [p. 22]. 
I see this same approach in the scholarship, teaching 
and mentorship of our faculty, fve of whom died recently— 
Michael Horne, Peter Beisheim, Robert Goulet, John Schatzel 
and Peter Rapp. All were passionate about their disciplines 
and generous in how they advised, nurtured and inspired the 
minds and hearts of our students [p. 40]. 
Spring on campus is often a refective time for seniors 
who are preparing for graduation. In her essay “Finding 
Happiness with Harry Potter,” Rachel Riani ’19 shares how 
she discovered a deeper sense of what happiness means to her 
from taking Professor Scott Cohen’s Harry Potter: Magic and 
Metaphors course. “Before entering what can seem like the 
intimidating ‘real world,’ I will use this knowledge to guide 
me as I navigate a career path that I care about and spend 
time with those who bring light into my life,” she says [p. 41]. 
I hope these stories inspire you and encourage you to stay 
engaged with us. Please know I appreciate your continued 
support of our mission, which always works to ensure 
the mind will not be cultivated at the expense of the heart. 
Sincerely in Holy Cross, 
Rev. John Denning, C.S.C. 
President 
SAM Online Email: klawrence@ 
stonehill.edu/alumni- stonehill.edu. 
magazine Postmaster: Send 
Stonehill Alumni address changes to 
Magazine is published Stonehill College,
Comments 
READERS COMMENTED on One Gift 
Sparks a Lifetime of Giving [Summer/ 
Fall ’18, p. 22], featuring Thomas ’69 
and Donna (Jermyn) ’70 May. 
Loyal Roots 
GREAT ARTICLE on Tom and 
Donna May in the latest 
edition of SAM. Tom lived 
down the hall from me 
my freshman year. He actually 
roomed with a classmate of 
mine from Malden Catholic 
that year. Donna was in the 
women’s version of the Purple 
Key, and we would help 
out together. With the May 
School, the College continues 
to move forward with 
confdence while staying loyal 
to its liberal arts roots. 
—Kevin Shea ’70 
Making a Diference 
I WAS GIVEN A SMALL SCHOLARSHIP
and an on-campus job to help 
with my tuition. This inspired me to give back, and my husband 
and I set up a scholarship to support women in science. Those 
of you who can, give to a Stonehill College student in need. It truly 
makes a difference. —Pamela (Belsito) Szkutak ’82 via Facebook 
Future Alumna 
GREAT STORY and how wonderful that the Mays are able to give back. 
I am so happy that my daughter has chosen Stonehill and will start 
Fall 2019. —Nick Peragine via Facebook 
READERS RESPONDED via
Facebook to A Good Sign [Summer/ 
Fall ’18, p. 12], highlighting Melanie
(Malone) O’Neil ’99 and how she
turned a gift into a successful
business. 
v Rustic Marlin was my frst
internship! I'm happy to see how
successful the company has become!
Melanie and Brian work so hard.
—Kate Stallings ’17 
v Nice article all around! Thanks!
—Patricia (Maguire) Parrie ’63 
v A great article on a wonderful
woman and company!
Congratulations, Mel. It’s been
awesome to see your story all over
the Stonehill campus. Thank you for
the inspiration and opportunities
over the years.—Emily Maltinsky ’19 
Insta-sunshine
ON A SUNNY FEBRUARY DAY,
Campus Ministry posted this
luminous photo of the Chapel
of Mary on Instagram, noting,
“There’s something about
the way the sun shines over
the Chapel in the mornings.
If you listen closely, you can
hear Spring whispering across
campus, eager to stay for
longer. Be sure to enjoy the
warmth of sunshine today!” 
Follow #stonehillcampmin
for more. 
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Melanie (Malone) 
O'Neil ’99 
Turns a Gift  
Into a Business 
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320 Washington Street 
Breaking the
Email Habit 
In a recent blog post on thriveglobal.com,
Chair and Professor of Philosophy Anna
Lännström ofered insight into why checking
email is a “lousy way to start the workday”
and outlines how she broke the habit.
My favorite quote from last year about 
how to stay organized and sane is from 
Ashton Kutcher, which amazes me since 
I can’t stop thinking of him as Kelso on
That ’70s Show: 
“Email is everyone else’s to do list
for you.” 
For years, I started my workdays by
checking email. It seemed like an easy
way to start, but it’s not. Like most
people’s, my email inbox is always
flled with things that others want
me to do—preferably immediately.
It leaves me feeling torn in many
different directions. After reading
through my email, I ended up aimlessly
rushing from task to task, frequently
abandoning an unfnished task to pick
up something else instead. 
4  S T O N E H I L L  A L U M N I  M A G A Z I N E  
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All the switching back and forth is
ineffective because human brains aren’t
designed for it. Each time we switch
tasks, our attention lingers on the
previous task, distracting and slowing
us down. It was also exhausting, and
being exhausted made me even more
ineffective. 
Why did I fall for this every 
morning? The problem was that I didn’t 
have a clear idea about what I wanted 
to accomplish. The urgency in my inbox 
gave me an easy way to feel like I was 
productive and helpful. Since I didn’t 
have my own to-do list, I substituted 
other people’s lists. I got stuff done but 
not the stuff that mattered to me. 
I realized that to regain control of 
my workdays, I needed to change my 
habit of opening my inbox frst. Since 
I also needed to have my own to-do 
and priorities list, I simply replaced one 
morning habit with another. In other 
words, I followed Ashton Kutcher’s lead: 
 ”I spend the frst hour of my work
not looking at email, and actually
just writing out what it is that
I want to accomplish in a given day.” 
Breaking the ‘email frst’ habit took 
a few weeks because it was so deeply 
engrained in my morning routine. But 
I managed to do it. Here’s what I did: 
v Removed all notifcations from my
work email on all devices—I even
uninstalled the work email app from
my phone to make it harder to check
email without thinking. 
v Stopped turning on my computer
frst thing in the morning because
I needed to disrupt the habit of
opening the email right afterwards. 
Once I turned the computer on, it
was simply too hard to keep myself
from opening the email next. 
Instead, I started writing my to-do
list on paper. 
v Made my new habit of writing the to-
do list more pleasant (a comfortable
chair, a cup of my favorite tea, a nice
pen), letting it become an enjoyable
time of calm and refection. 
This change made checking my
email a very different experience
because now I consider other people’s
requests in the light of what I already
know I wanted to get done. And so
I ask: How will doing what they are
asking affect my plan for the day?
Will it get in the way of me doing other
things? What is more important?
I make judgment calls. I ignore my
boss’ requests at my own peril, so they
go on the list, and so do time-sensitive
and important requests. When I add
things, I also postpone other things
until another day. And I refuse some
requests. Some of the things that people
ask me to do really don’t need to get
done—at least not by me. 
Knowing what my priorities are
makes it much easier to sort all of
this out. I still feel guilty when I say
no to people instead of being helpful.
But I say no anyway. And when I
turn the computer on, I know why I’m
doing it, so I don’t absentmindedly
open my email next. I count all this
as progress. 
Double, Double Toil
and Trouble 
SEEKING TO FOSTER WIDE-RANGING
conversations for her Shakespeare class 
this semester, Professor Helga Duncan 
partnered with a sophomore class at 
Brockton High School (BHS). Together, 
students from BHS and Stonehill studied 
Macbeth as they explored the relevance 
of Shakespeare to education and life 
today. 
The class culminated in December
with Brockton students—mentored by
Stonehill students and with props from
the College’s Theatre Department— 
performing lines of the three witches
who predict Macbeth’s future. The
performances took place in the McCarthy
Auditorium of the May building.
“Both sets of students immersed 
themselves in the play, getting under 
the skin of the characters and grappling 
with the issues. It was a wonderful 
collaboration,” notes Duncan. 
Church in Crisis
CLOSE TO 200 students, faculty, staf and
alumni attended a forum on November
8 on the Church in Crisis, featuring
newspaper columnist and radio co-
host Margery Eagan as moderator,
commentator and news analyst Thomas
Reese, S.J. and  Villanova University
Professor Massimo Faggioli. Held in the
McCarthy Auditorium in the May building,
the two-hour event took a critical look
at how Catholic bishops have repeatedly
failed to address issues of sexual abuse,
their loss of credibility among the faithful
and the calls for more accountability and
transparency if the Church is to rebound
from recent crises. The forum, the frst in
a series, prompted many questions and
comments from the foor, especially on the
topics of the future role for the laity, young
people and women in the church. 
While Shakespeare can be
intimidating at frst, students moved past
his language to fnd that the play’s ideas
resonate. “The large questions are there.
How does a good man go bad? Why?
What happens?” says Duncan. “All of
the students looked beyond what was
originally keeping them from Shakespeare
and realized that these are questions that
people have been asking forever.” 
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320 Washington Street 
Campus Update 
THE LEO J. MEEHAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS building is on track to open 
in August, in time for the 2019-2020 academic year. 
When construction is completed, the $30 million building 
will bolster the College’s already strong business programs with 
cutting-edge digital technologies that equip our students with 
the emerging capacities of social networks, data science and 
scalable innovation. 
“At the undergraduate level, the Meehan School will provide 
the kind of experiences that are more often available in graduate-
level business programs,” says Dean of the Meehan School of 
Business Debra Salvucci.
THE MEEHAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS is set to open in
August [left]. At the May School of Arts & Sciences dedication,
Donna (Jermyn) May ’70, with her husband Thomas May ’69
by her side, cuts the ribbon [top, right]. To honor a young
life cut short, the auditorium in the May Building was named
after Kate Phalon McCarthy [below].
6  S T O N E H I L L  A L U M N I  M A G A Z I N E  
Home to accounting, fnance, 
international business, management, 
marketing, economics and healthcare 
administration, the school is named in 
honor of Leo Meehan ’75, the president 
and CEO of W.B. Mason, the fourth largest 
ofce products dealer in the world, which 
employs more than 120 Stonehill alumni. 
Meehan serves on the College’s Board of 
Trustees. He and his W. B. Mason partners, 
Steven Greene and John Greene, along 
with the company, pledged $10 million 
towards the construction of the building. 
MAY DEDICATION 
Surrounded by family, friends and  
members of the Stonehill community, 
Donna (Jermyn) May ’70, with her husband 
Thomas May ’69 by her side, formally  
cut the ribbon to dedicate the Thomas 
and Donna May School of Arts & Sciences,
moments after President John Denning,
C.S.C. blessed the new building in
October. 
“Donna and I are so glad we found 
Stonehill and that we found each other 
here. The College is a special place for us,” 
Thomas said at a ceremony prior to the 
ribbon cutting. “It is simply amazing to see 
the transformation of the campus, and we 
are so pleased to be a part of it.” 
Since it frst opened in August, the 
May building has proven to be an instant 
success, especially with its connected 
huddle spaces, where students gather for 
group collaboration. 
KATE’S STORY 
In high school, Kate Phalon McCarthy 
wanted to follow in the footsteps of her 
her uncle, Brian Doherty ’94, who is also 
a trustee, by attending Stonehill. In 2016, 
however, a tragic car accident took her 
life. Last fall, a permanent place to honor 
Kate’s life and memory was established on 
campus with the Kate Phalon McCarthy 
Auditorium in the Thomas and Donna May 
School of Arts & Sciences building. 
Despite her youth—she was 15 when 
she died—Kate lived by a mature motto: 
“Don’t count the days, make the days 
count.” Always showing a zest for life, she 
packed a lot into her brief life, excelling 
both academically and athletically at 
Archbishop Williams High School in 
Braintree and embracing a wide circle of 
family and close friends. 
Given her family’s ties to Stonehill and
Kate’s joyful, positive spirit, the College
felt it would be appropriate to name
the new auditorium in her honor. For
the inaugural concert in the auditorium,
featuring the Sons of Serendip, more than
30 of Kate’s family members and friends
occupied three front rows.
According to Doherty, the concert “was 
a very special event for our family. I 
expected the Sons of Serendip to be good, 
but we were all totally blown away. Their 
music seems more like prayers than songs. 
Everyone is so happy to know that Kate 
will forever be surrounded by friends in a 
beautiful place.” 
QUICK CHAT 
O’Shane
Morgan ’16
Admission Counselor 
Years at Stonehill: Two
Prospective students
often ask me:  What
does diversity look like
at Stonehill? Diversity at
Stonehill celebrates people
from all walks of life by
generating spaces to meet
the needs of the community
so that we can have a more
inclusive environment. As
a frst generation alumnus
of color, who migrated to
the U.S. with a solid faith
background, Stonehill
provided opportunities to
explore the intersectionality
of various identities that make
up our community. 
Advice for college
applicants: There is no
perfect ft when it comes
to fnding a college, but
there is a right ft. The
sooner prospective students
understand the diference, the
more enjoyable the college
search becomes. 
Recruiting students
is: Intentional, thoughtful,
exciting. I take pride in
helping to shape future
classes for my alma mater. 
Most challenging part
of my job: The application
process. I would love to
admit every student who
yearns to be a part of the
Stonehill community, but in
reality, that is not feasible.
Part of my job is not only
to admit students who are
academically strong, but also
students who will grow as
individuals and nourish the
larger community. 
Words of wisdom I live
by: “When you learn, teach.
When you get, give.” 
—Maya Angelou 
W I N T E R | S P R I N G  2 0 1 9 7 
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320 Washington Street 
Heard
on the Hill 
PETUNIA, THE BITING FISH Joining the College in 2017, 
Petunia is an oscar cichlid, or Astronotus ocellatus, a colorful 
predator species native to South America. Petunia is helping our 
biology students and faculty with their research into guppy fsh, 
which can potentially lead to discoveries about behavior and genetics. 
Skyhawk Talk 
Driven
Competitor 
“Never let adversity defne you.” 
That mantra drives MacKenzie
Greenberg ’19 and has since
childhood, when it was coined
by her twin and teammate,
Morgan ’19. Greenberg has seen
her share of adversity and then
some, starting in April 2013,
when as a sophomore in high
school, she was diagnosed with
thyroid cancer. 
iodine in the middle of the feld hockey 
season. For the frst time, with Ciufo’s 
encouragement, Greenberg told her 
teammates about her disease, noting 
that her treatment would start when the 
season ended. 
Opening up about her condition 
changed the course of Greenberg’s time 
at Stonehill. When she returned from 
treatment in 2016, at the suggestion of 
her mother, she and Ciufo decided to host 
a 5k in support of Athletes Crush Cancer. 
Fourteen of 17 NE10 feld hockey teams 
participated, along with peers from across 
the NCAA. 
The event’s success led to Golden 
Lights Night the following fall, a gala 
fundraiser. The two events, now held 
annually, have raised more than $16,000 
for cancer support organizations, and led 
treatment while fnishing the feld hockey 
season. In November, after earning All-
NE10 second team honors and realizing 
the team was out of the running for the 
NCAA DII feld hockey championship, 
Greenberg signed up for a half-marathon 
in December, a race she also ran her 
junior year. 
“I sacrifced a lot in high school. I 
didn’t have as much control at the time,” 
recalls Greenberg. “By missing out on so 
much then, and then even freshman year 
“...I fought with my surgeon
and said, ‘You’re waiting until
after states. Then you can cut
me open.’”—MacKenzie Greenberg ’19 
Greenberg to start the nonproft Living at Stonehill being as sick as I was… you 
“I was in shock because I was with the Ribbon Foundation in 2018. get sick of sacrifcing, so when I can take 
symptom free. It came out of absolutely As she prepares to graduate with back a little bit of control, I’m going to.” 
LOVE ON THE HILL
“Today I said YES to Funny
spending the rest Running into
You Here!
of my life with 
my best friend,” 
Jillian Bouchard Have you ever bumped into 
’15 said via a fellow Stonehill alumnus 
Instagram, after where you least expected? 
Matthew Vitale Maybe on the top of a 
’15 proposed mountain, at a café in Paris, 
on the top of the on the soccer feld in your 
hill overlooking town. If so, we want to 
campus. hear from you. Share your 
DRESS FOR SUCCESS This display outside 
of the Career Development Center 
encourages seniors to drop in at “100 
Days” to review resumes, polish their 
nowhere,” says Greenberg. “I just wanted 
to fnish my track season, so I fought with 
my surgeon and said, ‘You’re waiting until 
after states. Then you can cut me open.’” 
After the state championship, she 
missed the end of the school year and 
had surgery in June. She had more than 
20 lymph nodes, a tumor on her trachea, 
a double major in health science and 
psychology and a minor in healthcare 
administration, Greenberg continues 
to refuse to let cancer defne her. When 
her doctors prescribed another round of 
radioactive iodine this past fall, she began 
Greenberg has done that and more. 
With the support of her parents, coach 
and teammates, she will continue 
her philanthropic work through the 
foundation, and is releasing a second 
book this May. —Michael Shulansky 
Congratulations to 
the happy couple. klawrence@stonehill.edu. have “life chats” to alleviate anxieties. 
story with Kim Lawrence at LinkedIn profles, prep for interviews and and her thyroid removed, followed by a 
treatment of radioactive iodine. 
Over the next two years, Greenberg 
had two more surgeries and another 
round of iodine. Through it all, she 
ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
“On these cards, students
wrote down their
‘elephant in the room,’
something they struggle
with. We are all going
through something. You
are not alone. Let’s talk
about mental health.
#EndtheStigma” 
—Courtesy of the Psychology
Society, these elephant tags
WHAT IS A P{HILL}ANTHROPIST? 
According to the “Stonehill dictionary,” 
a person who seeks to promote the 
welfare of others by spreading light and 
hope to all. Leading up to Giving Tuesday 
in November, 100 P{hill}anthropist tees 
were given away to alumni who had 
made gifts to the College. 
remained a three-sport varsity athlete, 
missing only one athletic season, and 
graduated with honors. She also found 
time to write a book on her experience, 
Living with the Ribbon, publishing it two 
years to the day after her frst surgery. 
Two weeks prior to her frst preseason 
at Stonehill, she had her fourth surgery 
to combat complications from her 
treatment. While the feld hockey team’s 
coach, Susan Ciufo, knew of Greenberg’s 
disease, she kept it private. Greenberg 
attacked the season with vigor while her 
body worked to heal itself. “That surgery 
PLAY HARD Diagnosed with thyroid
cancer in high school, feld hockey player
were displayed in the Shields
Science Center. 
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made freshman year my hardest at the MacKenzie Greenberg ’19 has refused to let
College,” she recalls. the disease defne her athletic career. 
During her sophomore year, doctors 
prescribed another round of radioactive 
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Faculty Spotlight 
learning to think and fgure things out to develop a training program for be able to earn both an academic 
is essential. integrated photonics technicians. degree and a technical certifcate in 
I often tell my students: Stories, usually integrated photonics, a big advantage 
Training for Light
 Technology involving mathematics or my teaching Training Technicians when seeking employment after 
experiences. The more lighthearted A Certifcate of Apprenticeship graduation. The program also holds 
the anecdote, the better. I fnd that Training in Advanced Technologies promise for students at communityNEXT YEAR, thanks to a $570,000 
an occasional pause from thinking can make a difference in southeastern colleges and vocational high schoolsfederal grant, Stonehill will 
deeply ultimately helps everyone’s Massachusetts, which has a growing as well as workers seeking retraining,
launch a technician-training understanding. number of companies focused on optics veterans entering the private sector and 
Why I enjoy math: It always surprises program in integrated photonics. and photonics, biotech and computers. underrepresented populations.
me. In each course that I teach, every What exactly is integrated An innovative work-learn, certifcate- In addition, Stonehill will offer 
semester, I will have several moments, training program—developed by bachelor of science and bachelor of artsphotonics, and why is it 
where I think to myself, “Hmm, I had MIT, Stonehill and BSU—will bring programs in photonics. And Stonehill
important?never looked at that problem in that 
way before.” And it is even better when “Using light to manipulate 
a student supplies the insight, which is information, integrated photonics 
not uncommon at all. will revolutionize data storage and 
Equation that I fnd most interesting: transfer—similar to how integrated 
There are many that are interesting circuits ushered us into the Internet 
and that have stumped me. But I am age,” explains Physics Professor Guiru 
always fascinated by the beauty of the (Ruby) Gu. “By using light, rather 
Euclid-Euler theorem on even perfect than electricity, to transmit and process 
numbers. (For example, 6 and 28 are information, not only will data transfer 
numbers of this sort. In both cases, speeds increase substantially, but the 
the sum of the divisors of the number, process will take far less energy.” 
excluding the number itself, totals to Integrated photonics technologies 
the number. That is, 6=1+2+3, while can do much more than store and
28=1+2+4+7+14.) The idea is also a transfer information. They also play
collaboration of minds across 2,000 important roles in remote sensing, 
years, making it all the better. imaging and autonomous driving, as 
If I weren’t teaching, I would be: Playing well as energy harvesting and energy-
for the Red Sox—if only I were a saving lighting. 
much (much!) better baseball player, of 
PHOTONICS TEAM Professors Cherylcourse. And younger, too. Rapid Growth Challenge 
Schnitzer and Ruby Gu [l to r] along with
Something new that I recently learned: A challenge with this technology, Professor David Simon will enroll 15
That the frst solo, unsupported however, is that the rapid growth together industry, higher education and students in the frst integrated photonics
training class for summer 2020.
Mathematically Minded
traversal of Antarctica has just been of integrated photonics will require government in a pioneering partnership, 
completed. It is refreshing to know highly-trained technicians who don’t providing real-world training.WHEN GRADING EXAMS, Associate Professor of Mathematics Timothy 
that there are still adventure milestones exist yet. “Government offcials and The program will have maximum
Woodcock ’93 often takes the time to type up a personal correction being reached. industry leaders fear a skills gap could community impact, contributing to has an agreement with the University of
sheet for each student, explaining where the student went wrong I am most curious about: Whether we stall the development of this emerging a hub for integrated photonics in Rochester’s Institute of Optics, offering 
with a problem and how to solve it correctly. This is just one of are alone in the universe. technology and undermine efforts to southeastern Massachusetts. the College’s physics and chemistry 
Best spot on campus: When I was a renew America’s manufacturing base,” “STEM programs are one of the graduates preferred admission andthe many reasons he was nominated for and received the Hegarty 
student, I enjoyed the peace of running explains Gu. College’s greatest strengths, especially in reduced tuition to Rochester’s master’s Award for Excellence in Teaching at this year’s Convocation. 
through the rolling grass hills out The $570,000 federal grant is helping quantum mechanics, optics and lasers programs and summer research
Woodcock—the frst alumnus ever to receive the award—explains beyond the Clock Farm. Another of to address this challenge. Issued by the and other topics relevant to integrated opportunities. 
why he enjoys math and the beauty of the Euclid-Euler theorem my favorite spots was the computer Offce of Naval Research Manufacturing photonics,” notes Gu. Faculty have Given the speed with which 
lab in the former Stanger Hall, where Engineering Education Program, the developed integrated photonics and technological change occurs, theand shares his dream of playing for the Red Sox. 
I spent a lot of time writing programs. grant is part of a larger $1.8 million plasmonics device design, simulation College’s integrated photonics team, 
Fondest memory of being a Stonehill processional. It is a moment that is Nowadays, I would say the Math initiative, involving the MIT-based and ultra-fast testing capabilities. including Gu, Chemistry Professor 
student: Graduation day—my etched in my mind and in my heart. Lounge in Duffy. It is a terrifc spot for American Institute for Manufacturing Cheryl Schnitzer and Physics Professor 
roommates and I walking up the hill Lesson I learned as an undergrad that I our students to work together. And the Integrated Photonics Academy (AIM Program Benefts David Simon, is working diligently to 
from Jefferson House to Donahue still recall: That whether you know x, foor-to-ceiling, 360-degree writable Photonics Academy), Stonehill and The certifcate program will beneft enroll 15 students for the certifcate’s 
Hall, arm in arm, to line up for the y or z is not so important, really. But surface is very cool! Bridgewater State University (BSU), traditional college students, who will frst class, in summer 2020. 
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Searching
for
More Good 
BY LAUREN DALEY ’05 
T HIS STORY BEGINS at a Manhattan Starbucks, with a man who had no way of knowing the ripple efect he was about to create when he handed the barista $100 and told her to run it out on the customers behind him. 
It was the morning after the Sandy Hook shooting, and at a nearby 
ofce, Mary Latham ’09 was in her cubicle, reading about the tragedy on her 
computer and feeling sickened over the senselessness of it all when a coworker 
popped in and told her about his free cofee. 
A little later, Latham called her mom, Patricia, and 
told her about the cofee man, before launching into Mary Latham ’09
her despair over the school shooting. 
looks for “More Good” “Mary, you have to focus on that other story you 
 in all 50 States just told me—think about that man who just made so 
many people’s day by buying them cofee,” her mom 
said. “There will always be horrible and tragic things that happen—but there will 
always be more good out there. You just have to look for it.” 
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A GOOD JOURNEY [clockwise from top left] Latham with her mom,
Patricia. v Corporal Ashley Gilliam of Virginia Beach, Va., shows
Latham a photo of a young boy he met in Germany after WWII and
shares a story of compassion. v Latham in Bryce Canyon National
Park, in Utah. v With a host and his dog in Austin, Texas.  v In Las
Vegas  after the October 1, 2017 shooting, Latham refected, All
of the stories I share are stories of hope. But so many of them start
from a dark place. 
A Personal Mission 
Ten weeks after that conversation, her mother died of cancer. 
Latham has since hit the road in her mom’s Subaru 
Outback—she calls it Old Blue—to look for “More Good.” Her 
personal mission is to travel to all 50 states collecting stories 
of kindness to compile into a book she’ll donate to hospital 
waiting rooms. 
The Skyhawk has traveled some 30,000 miles through 35 
states and stayed at 115 homes—often hosted by strangers 
who have heard of her journey—collecting tales of hope. 
The Orient, N.Y., native has done a TED talk about her 
mission. More Good has been covered by the Today Show, 
MSNBC and dozens of other newspaper, television and radio 
outlets across the country. 
Help Along the Way 
Along the way, “a lot of Stonehill people have reached out and 
helped me,” says the former graphic design major and full-
time wedding photographer. 
For example, when she was traveling through Missouri, 
Kathryn (Wheeler) Neckermann ’09 helped connect Latham 
with a story of a mom and her daughter, who had been 
shown kindness after the daughter was diagnosed with 
cancer. Ellen Brown ’09 hosted her in Portland, Ore. 
Kimberly Riker ’09 hosted Latham for a week in Phoenix 
while Latham collected stories there. One Arizona story 
featured a woman who, after noticing that homeless people 
tended to congregate outside a laundromat she passed each 
day, went weekly with McDonald’s Happy Meals, food, clothing 
and quarters to hand out. 
Stonehill alumni have also helped in other ways. “I was 
collecting a story in Los Angeles, and I got back and found a 
parking ticket for $93,” Latham recalls. 
She posted it on Instagram, and within minutes Janine 
(Connors) Block ’09 sent her $93 via Latham’s GoFundMe page. 
“This journey has changed my life,” Latham says. “It’s so 
important for people to see that these tiny little acts are so 
huge and that we are all capable of them.” 
After tragedies like Sandy Hook, people often feel
powerless. While we can’t change everything, Latham admits,
“we can do something.” Her collected stories illustrate that
“giving a tiny bit of our time can make a massive impact.
Some of the smallest acts of kindness…can change a
stranger’s life.” 
Latham’s favorite story comes from a Rhode Island woman 
who shared her memory of working as a bank teller about 20 
years ago: 
It was a crazy, busy day, and I was tired, stressed and grumpy.  
My customer…and I exchanged pleasantries. She mentioned  
I looked stressed out. I casually answered it was nothing  
some M&M’s couldn’t cure… When I looked up to call the next 
customer a half hour later, she walked up and handed me some 
peanut M&Ms. I’m 52 now, and I’ve never forgotten that day. 
Stories of Hope 
Patricia Latham was diagnosed with breast cancer when 
Mary—the youngest of her four children—was 11. The cancer 
came back 11 years later, and she had been sick for three years 
before Sandy Hook. She died in 2013, at age 61. 
“She was always my biggest cheerleader and supported 
whatever I wanted to do,” Latham says of her mom. “She was 
also the kindest and most generous woman.” 
After tragedies like Sandy Hook, 
people often feel powerless. 
While we can’t change 
everything, Latham admits, 
“we can do something.” 
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Latham plans to turn the stories that she is collecting into 
a cofee table book for hospital waiting rooms, “where I spent 
a lot of time with my mother before she died,” she explains. It’s 
“a hopeless, depressing place that I thought could use some 
stories of hope for the people who had to sit there next.” 
For her work with More Good, Latham was named the 2018 
Person of the Year by her hometown newspaper, the Sufolk 
Times. In an Instagram post about the honor, Latham wrote to 
her followers: 
“I am so incredibly grateful for this recognition, but the 
truth is, it’s for all of you, too. You are all people of the year for 
supporting this mission…There was a moment when I drove 
into South Dakota a few months ago that has stuck with me.  
I pulled into the spot and got out of the car to pay the meter.  
A woman came running down the street waving her arms. 
‘Don’t pay! Take my spot!’… She was parked next to me and 
had just put a bunch of quarters in but ended up not needing 
to stay…I can’t get it out of my head. She could have just left, 
but she ran to stop me. Every day, all around us, there are 
people doing small little acts of kindness for others. Tiny little 
acts that are changing lives. They might not make the news. 
We might not talk about them to our friends. But they are 
happening.” 
Capturing What is Real 
Latham says Stonehill helped shape her into the person she 
is today, both as a photographer and with supporting More 
Good. 
“My photography professor, MJ [MaryJean Viano Crowe], 
turned me into the photographer I am today. She taught me 
how to capture something raw. Something real,” says Latham, 
who also studied photography in Florence, Italy, and was the 
photo editor at The Summit. 
Her Stonehill friends, meanwhile, help her emotionally and 
have supported her More Good journey. “The group of girls 
I met at Stonehill had one of the largest impacts on me,” she 
refects. “They have been such solid rocks.” 
“We are all going through 
something, which is why it is 
so important to be kind. To  
smile at a stranger. To hold the 
door. To be a good person.” 
—Mary Latham ’09 
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Latham posts her collected stories to her website, Facebook
and Instagram, wanting readers to feel “comfort and inspiration.” 
She hopes these stories help readers “cope with whatever they 
are facing in their own lives,” she says. “I want them to feel they 
are not alone, that we are all going through something, which 
is why it is so important to be kind. To smile at a stranger. To 
hold the door. To be a good person. No matter what.” 
This past December, Latham started the 100 Movement 
on her Web site, encouraging people to spend $100 (or less) 
on a stranger, in the vein of the Starbucks man who started 
her on her journey. “If you’re only able to spend $1, $5, that is 
just as important to…the stranger you spend it on,” Latham 
wrote on her site. “Go into a diner and pick a table to pay for... 
Go to a Walmart and buy a bunch of sweaters to give to the 
homeless people you drive by on your way to work. Figure out 
something good and creative you can do for someone with 
your money… It can change someone’s life. I wish I could tell 
the man who bought the cofee gift card that morning that he 
changed mine.” 
v Follow Latham’s journey at www.moregoodtoday.com and on
Facebook and Instagram. 
HUMAN KINDNESS [clockwise from above] In Wichita, Kan., Latham
was inspired by a woman who became a quadruple amputee after
being shot during a robbery. She told Latham of the outpouring of
kindness shes received, including someone paying for her electronic
hands. v Lathams host family in Austin, Texas. v Latham with
Kimberly Riker ’09 in Sedona, Ariz. v The Sufolk Times named Latham
its Person of the Year. v Latham visited with students from a western
Massachusetts school who raised money for a buddy bench. 
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OU MIGHT KNOW HER AS THE DIRECTOR OF STONEHILL’S JOURNALISM PROGRAM,
Y 
but Associate Professor of Communication Maureen Boyle is also an award-
winning journalist, who worked as a crime reporter in New England for
decades. At the Standard-Times of New Bedford, she was the frst to cover
the brutal serial killings that began in that city in 1988. Eleven women went
missing that year. Nine were later found dead along local highways. Some
had clearly been strangled; others were so badly decomposed that police
were left to guess how they’d died. Many of them were young mothers
struggling with poverty, drug addiction, domestic violence and prostitution. The murders remain
ofcially unsolved to this day. But the victims’ stories and those of their surviving families haunted
Boyle, and 30 years later, she wrote them down in a book. 
Shallow Graves: The Hunt for the New Bedford Highway Serial Killer was published in 2017. One
reviewer called it: “Riveting. Heartbreaking. Authentic. This impeccably researched chronicle of a
terrifying chapter in history will keep you turning pages as fast as you can. Important, powerful,
and compelling, this is true crime at the highest level.” 
SAM spoke with Boyle about her debut book, the process of writing it and what she hopes
today’s aspiring journalists will remember as they head out into the feld.
What sparked your interest in this gruesome story? 
I always had an interest in the lives and backstories of the
heroin-addicted women on the streets of New Bedford.
The women were all very interesting, funny and, in their own
ways, committed to their families. The grip heroin had on
them was frightening. Remember, this was in the 1980s— 
before the opioid epidemic of today. If they wanted to get
clean, there was no place for them to go. Today, there would
be many more resources for them and their families. By the
time the murders happened, I’d already done a number
of pieces on heroin addiction, prostitution and drug dealing
in the region. 
This happened a long time ago. Why dredge it up now? 
Over the years, I stayed in touch with several of the families 
and investigators. I always planned to write a book, but I 
was waiting for a resolution. I was waiting for someone to be 
caught or at least identifed as the killer. That hasn’t happened 
yet. What I discovered, though, was that people were 
forgetting about the case and the women who were killed. 
People were “misremembering” what happened. I wanted to 
make sure these women were remembered as people, not 
just victims. They had parents and children. They struggled to 
get clean. I never looked at this as “dredging it up.” I looked at 
this as keeping their memories alive and making sure people 
know the killer is still out there. 
How long did it take to write the book? 
I like to say it took 30 years to write. I had boxes flled with
research in the attic and around the house, but when
it came down to writing the book, I realized I needed to
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reinterview a number of people. I wound up interviewing
close to 100 people and obtaining more documents. I always
thought I knew a lot about this case because I covered
it for so many years. What I learned was there was so much
more work I didn’t know about. The investigators did so
much with so little to go on. Unfortunately, it still wasn’t
enough. The writing process for the book, though, took
about a year, and the bulk was done in about three months,
as the deadline neared. 
“I always had an interest
in the lives and backstories
of the heroin-addicted
women on the streets of
New Bedford.”—Professor Maureen Boyle
Emotionally, how difcult was it to write this
book and live with these tragic stories for months? 
Did you ever want to give up and forget? 
It’s never easy to live with tragic stories, but I always remind 
myself it’s so much harder for the families who sufered  
this loss. I have a responsibility to the families to make sure 
this case is not forgotten. The simple answer to whether I ever 
wanted to give up and forget is—no.  PHO
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What kept you going? 
Knowing a killer might still be out there—or the killer, 
if dead, has not been identifed—kept me going. The 
families, who so graciously allowed me to share their 
stories, were also inspiring. I felt I couldn’t let them down. 
Were your Stonehill students ever involved in
the process as you wrote the book?
Students were never involved in the writing or research 
of the book. However, a conversation with one student 
made it clear to me why the book needed to be done, and 
how lives can cross when you least expect it. The student, 
Holly Cardoza ’15, was one of my advisees and in one of 
my classes. She came to me right before graduation and 
said she wanted to talk. She had questions about the 
Highway Killing case. It turned out her aunt, whom she 
had never met, was one of the victims. I had interviewed 
Holly’s grandparents and her dad and still had their phone 
numbers in my Rolodex. And, yes, I still have all of my 
Rolodexes. 
What advice do you have for today’s journalism
students about covering difcult cases or stories about
people who are typically forgotten in the press? 
You should always be looking for the stories other people 
don’t see. You need to look in the shadows. Every person 
has a story. You just have to ask him or her to tell it. 
After the book came out and you started getting
feedback, was there anything that surprised you? 
I was surprised at the number of people this case touched 
and the number of people who remain haunted by the 
deaths of these women. At each book event, there is 
always someone who comes to me to talk about either 
the woman they knew or possible suspects. I was also 
surprised by what a small world this really is. For example, 
Stonehill Chief of Police David Wordell ’89 was a state 
trooper at the time of the killings, one of those helping 
secure the crime scenes. 
Do you miss being out in the feld as a crime reporter?
Will you write another book? What about? 
I don’t miss standing in the cold or rain by yellow police 
tape, waiting to get preliminary information. I don’t 
miss checking the soles of my shoes for blood (yes, that 
happened) at crime scenes after the police have left. 
Blood, by the way, never really seems to go away. I am in 
the process of researching and writing at least two other 
books—both are crime stories, but, unlike Shallow Graves, 
both have been solved. 
Do you think your book has made a diference?
I hope so. At the very least, it has renewed interest in the 
case and sparked calls to investigators. The families and 
the community deserve answers. A killer cannot go free. 
Vintage Type 
I F YOU’VE EVER visited Associate ProfessorMaureen Boyle’s ofce, you might have seenher sitting at her desk, surrounded by vintage
typewriters. SAM just couldn’t resist asking:
What’s up with all the typewriters? Here’s what
Boyle had to say: 
“I always had one manual typewriter around.
You know, in case my computer crashed. I also
believe you should never forget the history of
journalism and writing.
Typewriters are the embodiment of
journalism history. I gathered the bulk of mine
a few years ago for the course Development
of American News Media, so students could
experience the tools reporters used to use.
Unfortunately, fnding typing ribbons is getting
difcult, and I didn’t use them this year.
The typewriters are still in my ofce because
I think my husband would lose his mind if I
brought them all home. The conversation would
likely go: And where do you think you are going
to put all those things? I couldn’t come up
with a good answer ahead of time, so I’ve left
them in my ofce. Plus, I haven’t given up hope
of fnding some ribbons.” 
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BY MAURA KING SCULLY 
Francis X. Dillon ’70,
Stonehill’s longest-serving
vice president, retires
after 44 years 
ROCHE DINING COMMONS. SHIELDS SCIENCE
CENTER. AMES SPORTS COMPLEX.To many 
at Stonehill, these are merely names 
on buildings. To Francis X. Dillon ’70, 
who has spent 34 years as vice 
president for advancement, these 
names belong to people he has 
known. Each comes with a story (or 
two) of graduates and their families, 
of love and loss, of gratitude and 
generosity. Walking around campus 
with Dillon on a chilly but sunny 
December day, these stories come 
to life. And as befts his Irish heritage,
they fow seamlessly, often with
a good bit of humor.
“All of these names represent the developing history and
the great success story that is Stonehill College,” says Dillon,
who started his career in Admissions and has subsequently
directed the College’s Government Relations, Advancement,
Alumni, and Communications and Media Relations programs.
“I have been blessed and privileged to know each and every
person whose names adorn these spaces. And I know what
they have done to advance the mission of the College.” 
The longest-serving vice president in Stonehill history,
Dillon knows this because Stonehill has raised funds to build
or renovate 10 major buildings on his watch. From 1994 to
1999, he led the College’s very frst capital campaign, Securing
the Vision, which raised $23 million, exceeding its goal
by $3 million. From 2004 to 2010, he oversaw the Attaining
the Summit comprehensive campaign, which raised $60
million, $5 million more than its $55 million goal—a
signifcant achievement in the face of the 2008 recession.
For the Students 
While Dillon is certainly proud of the success of two 
fundraising campaigns and the number of new buildings, he 
takes particular pride in the growth in scholarships. “Helping 
people establish scholarships has been the singular most 
satisfying part of my career,” he refects. “When I started 
in Advancement in 1984, the College had 36 endowed 
scholarships available to students. Today, there are 240.” 
Scholarships mean so much perhaps because Dillon 
himself benefted from one. “I grew up as one of fve kids in 
the projects in Brighton. My father repaired typewriters for 
the Remington Rand company, and my mother worked long 
before most mothers worked. I got a full-tuition scholarship 
to Stonehill. I wouldn’t have been able to go otherwise,” he  
explains. 
In 2002, the College’s Alumni Council established a 
scholarship in honor of Dillon and his wife, Linda, a longtime 
Stonehill administrator. The Linda A. and Francis X. Dillon 
Scholarship benefts academically qualifed students with 
demonstrated fnancial need, in recognition of the couple’s 
combined years of dedicated service to Stonehill. 
“Linda and I get to meet the recipients every year, which 
is great,” says Dillon, continuing (of course) with a story. “I 
was going to an event in Donahue Hall, waiting in line to pick 
up my name tag. As a student in front of me searched for his 
name tag on the table, he saw my name and called out, ‘Hey, 
Francis X. Dillion! I have his scholarship. I didn’t even know 
he was alive!’” 
Roll-Up-Your-Sleeves Kind of Leader 
Those who have worked for Dillon praise his enthusiasm and 
his collegiality. They include Mary Donna (Swan) Corcoran 
’82, who served as alumni director from 1985 to 1994. 
“Every time I think of Fran,” she says, “I think of the adage, 
‘If you enjoy what you do, you’ll never work a day in your 
life.’ That’s what Fran is like, and that spirit is contagious.” 
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“i am proud enough to believe 
that i have contributed 
to stonehill; but humble and 
honest enough to know 
that i have received so much 
more than i have given.” 
—Francis X. Dillon ’70 
“I treasure the years I worked for Fran,” Corcoran 
refects. “He’s a roll-up-your-sleeves kind of leader, willing 
to be in the trenches alongside everyone else. He’s also a 
very patient teacher. Fran celebrated the gifts I could bring 
to the position, and he had a lot of faith in me. He is also 
one of the most genuine people I’ve ever met. Fran has a 
gift for being present to whomever he’s with. And he treats 
everyone with the same respect, whether they are a student 
or a board member. He has such strong core values: he 
values people, Stonehill as an institution, his faith and his 
family. He emulates those values. Fran’s infuence helped me 
be the professional I am today.” 
Stonehill Personifed 
“If Stonehill were a human being, it would be Fran Dillon,” 
says J. Tracy Denholm ’13, who counts Dillon as a mentor. 
“He represents the best of what the College is all about. I 
needed a lot of fnancial support to attend Stonehill. Fran 
was instrumental in securing that support—always alerting 
me to additional scholarships and grants. I owe my degree 
to him. 
“One of my favorite things was that Fran’s door was 
always open,” Denholm continues. “If I was near his offce, 
I would stop by to check in, and he never failed to make 
time for me. Fran always asked questions and was truly 
interested in me as a person.” 
This genuine interest is in evidence whether you’ve 
known Dillon for just minutes or many years, according to 
Thomas May ’69, who chairs the College’s Board of Trustees 
and whose wife, Donna (Jermyn) ’70, graduated with 
Dillon. “I think of Fran as having a unique ability to form
v1With Red Sox legend James “Lou” Gorman ’53 in 1996. v2 Reciting the
baseball poem “Casey at the Bat” in 2013. v3 Admissions days with Brian
Murphy ’68 [left] and  future wife, Linda Dunn, in 1975. v4 With Linda and their
daughter, Elizabeth, and son, Gregory, at Dillon’s retirement gala
in November. v5 A photo of Dillon in his Donahue Hall ofce circa mid-’70s.
v6 Serving ice cream to students with President John Denning, C.S.C. and
College leaders in 2013. v7 Commencement 2018 with Juan Lopez ’18.
v8 As a student [center, in white], protesting subpar food in April 1967.
v9 With Linda, and one of their scholarship recipients, Liam Dacko ’16, in 2018. 
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ALUMNI WISHING TO BECOME INVOLVED
with the New York Council, visit stonehill.edu/ 
giving/new york council/. 
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FIGURES of FRAN 
Graduation1970 year 
Years working44 at Stonehill
Years as longest-serving34 vice president
Total millions$135+ fundraised 
New204+ scholarships 
Stonehill presidents5 served
Board chairs6 served 
Buildings constructed or
10 renovated through
funds raised
Student recipients of
10 the Linda A. and Francis X.
Dillon Scholarship 
President’s Dinners35 attended 
Reunions attended37 
(including nine of his own) 
Diferent styles of
23 purple ties he owns in 
honor of Stonehill 
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“if stonehill were a human 
being, it would be fran  
dillon. he represents the best  
of what the college is all 
about.”—J. Tracy Denholm ’13 
strong personal relationships with every constituency of the
College community,” says May. “I am so fortunate to have
enjoyed a special relationship with Fran for over 50 years.
He has kept Donna and me connected to Stonehill and has
done this with thousands of us. He has been the bridge
between the school and alumni, from the Class of 1952 to
the Class of 2018.” 
May also notes that Dillon’s institutional memory is 
legendary. “Fran served fve presidents, six chairmen of 
the board, several classes of trustees, and generations of 
management and faculty. He was our historian, but he was so 
much more. He didn’t live in the past. With a steadfast focus 
on the future, Fran always challenged us to create a vision of 
what Stonehill needed to do to succeed.” 
Continuing Journey 
Dillon will keep encouraging that future focus as senior
advisor to the College, a role he assumed on January 1. He’s
working in an offce down the hall from his old one in the
Merkert-Tracy Building, where he continues to connect with
alumni. He notes that he has adopted a slower pace than his
previously typical 70-plus-hour work weeks.
“Linda and I would like to go on a river cruise,” he
muses. “And take long weekends to drive down to New
Jersey and visit our grandchildren. On campus, I’d like to
go to more games and hear more speakers.” Mostly, Dillon
reports, he wants to keep nurturing relationships on behalf
of Stonehill.
As a way to honor Dillon’s legacy, in November, the
Alumni Council renamed the Alumni Service Award as the
Francis X. Dillon Service Award. He was also inducted into
Stonehill’s Athletic Hall of Fame, where he was honored
for the vital role he has played for athletics, raising funds
for the construction of the W.B. Mason Stadium as well as
the Sally Blair Ames Sports Complex and its most recent
expansion.
“Not everyone in life gets a chance to work with others 
to build, create and establish something that lasts beyond 
our lives for a purpose that is much larger than ourselves,” 
he refects. “I have had that chance, and I am so grateful for 
it. For my part, I am proud enough to believe that I have 
contributed to Stonehill; but humble and honest enough to 
know that I have received so much more than I have given.” 
Alumni Community 
VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
Stonehill in New York
EVERYONE’S HEARD OF a big idea that was born on a cocktail napkin. 
In the case of Stonehill’s New York Council, it was a cocktail party
that fostered the idea, says founding member John McWeeney ’77. 
“Several years running, my wife, Kathy [Kathleen Barry ’78], and I 
attended the wonderful holiday reception that Stonehill held for 
donors in New York City,” McWeeney explains. “We always enjoyed 
ourselves, and fnally, we said, ‘It’s so nice getting together with 
other alumni, why don’t we do something on a more regular basis?’” 
McWeeney was good for his word. In 
1999, he helped to launch Stonehill’s New 
York Council, a group of alumni dedicated 
to strengthening the College’s mission 
and enhancing its presence in New York. 
The volunteer group celebrates its 20th 
anniversary this year, and McWeeney 
couldn’t be prouder. “Over the past 
two decades, the Council has grown 
tremendously, and I believe it has served 
Stonehill well. It’s given the College 
a wonderful platform for connecting 
“...we’ve been able to cultivate
an active and diverse
network of Stonehill alumni
in New York.”— John McWeeney ’77 
with people in the greater New York 
area—whether for fundraising, recruiting 
students or keeping alumni apprised of 
activities at the College.” 
Christopher Lafayette ’05 concurs. 
He joined the Council in 2010 and now 
serves as cochair of its Student Afairs 
and Career Development Committee. He 
has found the Council to be a wonderful 
vehicle for staying in touch with Stonehill 
while giving back to his alma mater. 
“Stonehill provided me with a solid 
education that reaches way beyond 
textbook learning; I learned the value 
of relationships there, and I wanted to 
pay it forward,” he says. Lafayette has 
experienced the value of the Stonehill 
network frsthand. A portfolio manager 
with The Clark Estates, he landed his job 
with the frm through a connection with 
Stephen Duf ’85, the chief investment 
ofcer and a fellow Stonehill alumnus. 
Mary Hearst ’05 is similarly 
enthusiastic. “I joined the Council in 2009 
and have found it a wonderful way to stay 
connected to Stonehill—the camaraderie 
fostered by the institution stretches 
across generations,” she says. 
Today Hearst serves as cochair of the 
Council’s Advancement Committee. “We 
partner with the College’s Advancement 
ofce to keep alumni in the greater New 
York area engaged. One of our big events 
is the Council’s Externship, which brings 
current students to the city for the week 
of spring break.” Alumni host students 
at their workplaces and homes, Hearst 
explains, exposing them to various 
career possibilities and allowing them 
to network. “It’s a great event,” she says, 
“because it shows alumni that they can 
give back to the College with their time as 
well as their money.” 
“We all take a lot of pride in the fact 
that we’ve been able to cultivate an active 
and diverse network of Stonehill alumni 
in New York,” McWeeney concludes, 
“and we’re delighted to watch the new 
generation keep it vibrant and alive. We 
all view Stonehill as a very special place.” 
N.Y. STATE OF MIND [L to R] Danielle Berkman
’16, Omar Rodriguez from the Stonehill Career
Development Center, Council member Daniel
Doherty ’15, and Eric Dominquez ’19, who accepted
a job in N.Y.C. after graduation, celebrate the N.Y.
Council’s 20th anniversary at a reception in March.
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Alumni Day 
IN FEBRUARY, 300 alumni and their families visited 
campus for a winter carnival, including a Barn 
Babies petting zoo, an open science lab hosted by 
faculty for children of alumni, a SOUPerbowl cook-
of and a craft beer tasting, as well as men’s and 
women’s basketball games. The day also included  
a Mass, legacy brunch and Pillar Society lunch. 
9 
3 4 
6 7 
10 
1 | Paul Ramirez ’91 and his son,
Nicholas ’20, at the legacy brunch.
2 | Marc MacGillivray ’99 and his
daughter, Calina, have fun in the
science lab.
3 | Sarah (Varadian) Vartanian ’10
with her husband, Ara, and children,
Maya and Jack.
4 | SOUPerbowl cook-of contest
winners, Kiki Higgins, daughter of
Thomas ’00 and Jennifer (Mitchell) ’99
Higgins, (second place), along with
Cathy Guyette ’82 (frst place).
5 | Joseph Bettencourt ’58 attends the
Mass.
6 | Student Alumni Association
members Sawyer Lemay ’20 and Katie
Farmer ’19 lend a hand at the cook-of. 
7 | Charlotte Hall, daughter of Brandon
Hall ’02, cradles a bunny.
8 | John Ryan ’05, Frank Altieri from
Shoveltown Brewery, Bryan Aries ’05
and Jeremy Dunn, husband of Rebecca
(Davis) ’06, enjoy the beer tasting. 
9 | Edward ’64 and Bernadette
(Crowley) ’65 Pare shared the day
with their daughter-in-law and
grandchildren.
10 | Alumni and their families cheered
on the Skyhawks at the women’s
basketball game against Adelphi
University. 
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Alumni Community 
CLASS NOTES 
1964 serve as a horse show judge and manager. Dotoli
Timothy Bronson retired from has been a dynamic player in the U.S. Equestrian
D’Youville College in Bufalo, Federation (USEF) for decades, particularly within
N.Y., after 29 years as director his specialty, the United States Hunter Jumper
of personal counseling. He is Association, where he serves on the board as well
currently working as the clinical as on several safety committees.
supervisor of the counseling In 2004, Dotoli looked on as his student
center at Niagara University and Peter Wylde took Olympic gold in team jumping
has his own private practice in in Athens, Greece, and in 2017, he earned the
Niagara Falls, N.Y. USEF’s Lifetime Achievement Award. Among his
proudest accomplishments was the passage of1966 USEF’s Safety Helmet Rule, which mandates that
Paul Sanders, a therapist who 
hunter/jumper competitors wear ASTM-approved
specializes in mental health and 
helmets.
substance use disorders, has 
“I’ve been lucky enough to do a lot of thingsjoined Newport Mental Health 
in the industry,” Dotoli observes. And happily, hein Middletown, R.I. He previously 
says, it’s been a family afair. Through the years, heworked at the South Coast 
has worked alongside his wife Frances (Cunning)Behavioral Health inpatient acute 
School of Arts & Sciences building, the and a visit to Glamis Castle. Visit ’68, whom he met as a senior at Stonehill. “I waspsychiatric facility in Dartmouth.Success for Alumnae
event was sponsored by the Alumni stonehillalumnitravel.blogspot.com/ competing in hunters and jumpers at that point
Summit Council’s Career Services Committee, to read about the alumni travelers’ 1975 and met Fran her freshman year,” he recalls. “WeThe Equestrian Life
Dennis Gafney received the immediately bonded over our shared love ofwho built on the success of the adventures in Scotland. 
honor of Senior NYLIC for 20 years SCIENTIFIC STUDIES suggest that olfactory and horses. She’d been competing in the hunter/MORE THAN 80 alumnae recently initial Summit last year. “The spirit of 
of service as a fnancial agent echoic memories are among the strongest. All jumper discipline for years, so we would meet ondevoted a Saturday morning to collaboration combined with so many NEXT TRIP: FRANCE 
for the New York Life Insurance that renowned horseman Joseph Dotoli ’66 Mondays and talk about the shows.”The couple
exploring workplaces that work for powerful conversations really energized The Alumni Travel Program presents Company. He has achieved the knows is that the frst time he visited a barn at carried that shared passion into their marriage
women, leadership and networking at the Summit. Alumnae as well as alumni France: Exploring the Birthplace of sales level of Executive Council age 15, the smells and sounds that assailed him and have watched as daughter Annie developed
the second annual Alumnae Summit. worked to help each other, trading Blessed Basil Moreau. This 11-day agent for 19 years in a row. felt like a warm embrace. “I didn’t grow up with into a professional horsewoman as well.
A lively, informative conversation experiences and providing insight on educational tour, from October 11-21, horses—my family was in the restaurant business. “At 74, I thought I’d be slowing down a bit, butGeorge Hagerty is the president 
between College trustee and Stonehill trends or opportunities. We are already will take travelers to Paris, Normandy, But when I stepped into that barn, I knew I was in I’m in a new phase. Fran and I just bought a familyof Beacon College in Leesburg, 
parent Sheri McCoy [above], former CEO looking at the calendar for next year,” Mont St. Michel, Le Mans, Lourdes and the right place,” Dotoli recalls. farm with Annie and her husband, and we’re backFla., which serves students with 
of Avon Products, Inc., and educator notes Assistant Director of Alumni other well-known locations. The journey learning disabilities, attention That initial visit has had a profound impact on in up to our necks,” he says with a chuckle. “It’s
Allyson Manchester ’11 got the event Afairs Lauren O’Halloran ’13. begins in Paris, where alumni will visit defcit hyperactivity disorder and 
underway. A scientist and beauty landmarks such as the Arc de Triomphe, other learning diferences. 
industry leader, McCoy discussed the Champs-Élysées and the Eifel Tower. After an over 40-year career with 
making career changes, the importance Travel Report Alumni will travel through small the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
of vision and purpose, building towns, including Laigné-en-Belin, the Robert Henderson retired in Real Estate, a four-ofce, boutique stores in central and eastern1982networks and the impact of mentorship, SCOTLAND birthplace of Blessed Basil Moreau, January as the chief fnancial ofcer brokerage, concentrating on Massachusetts.Paul Falvey was named the YMCAfor the New England district.as well as resilience and confdence. The 2018 Alumni Travel Program took founder of the Congregation of Holy southeastern Massachusetts, theof Greater Boston’s chief fnancial Living and working in Ireland for
Summit attendees also participated travelers to Scotland [right] on a 10- Cross, and visit Le Mans, where some South Shore and Cape Cod.1980 ofcer. He previously worked for the past two decades, Michael 
in breakout sessions on investing day educational tour of Edinburgh, of his most signifcant works occurred. PhysicianOne Urgent Care, RoyalThomas MacDonald has published William Pitts is the director of Shea is the author of Along the 
and retirement planning, wealth Glasgow, Inverness, Drymen and other They will also visit the shrine city his fourth book, Murder in the Health Group, GE Healthcare investor relations for the Barnes Banks: Cycling Ireland’s Royal Canal. 
management and estate planning, historic places. Professor of English of Lourdes, where the Virgin Mary Charlestown Bricks, in the Dermot and Shields Health Group. In 2017, Group. He previously served as The canal trail is on track to become 
negotiations and difcult conversations, Helga Duncan, the trip’s faculty host and appeared in the Grotto of Massabielle to Sparhawk crime novel series. while at PhysicianOne, he was director of investor relations for one of Europe’s fnest cycling trails. 
named CFO of the Year by the Textron and vice president forwomen in politics and public service, resident Shakespeare expert, led the the poor shepherd girl Bernadette. 
1981 Hartford Business Journal. strategic planning of Textron 1987being an advocate and ally in the travelers in spirited Macbeth readings Visit stonehill.edu/alumni/programs-
John Petrin announced his Financial Corporation. During Mental Health Awareness workplace and entrepreneurship. Many along the way. events/alumni-travel-program/ for 35TH REUNION MAY 31–JUNE 2 retirement as town administrator Month last May, Joseph Tucker
attendees had their resumes critiqued The group traveled through lands more information about this $3,749 per of Burlington in 2019 after 1985 was featured by Ashton Kutcher’s1984and got new head shot photos for their infuenced by the Celts, Roman legions person (double occupancy) trip which David Murphy was appointed byserving in the position since 2012. online news organization A Plus asCynthia (Chamberlain) Parola was
LinkedIn pages. Alumni stafed the and Vikings, fallen monarchs, noble includes round trip airfare from Boston, Prior to that, he served as town Big Y Foods as district manager a facilitator speaking about endingfeatured in Top Agent magazine
majority of breakout sessions, sharing clansmen and bright inventors. Among hotel accommodations, breakfast daily, administrator of Ashland beginning overseeing daily operations for 14 the stigma related to mentalas an outstanding realtor. Also 
in 2005. of the independently-owned New health challenges.their expertise and experience. the highlights of the trip were the fve dinners and the full-time services a broker, Chamberlain co-owns 
England supermarket group’sHeld in the Thomas and Donna May beautiful scenery of the Highlands of a tour director. Space is very limited. LaForce Realty and Swift’s Beach 
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Dotoli’s life over the last fve decades, leading him wonderful.” 
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Alumni Community 
30TH REUNION MAY 31–JUNE 2 
1989 
Pei Ge joined Triplet Therapeutics 
in Arlington  as head of 
pharmacology in March. 
David Wordell, formerly of the 
Massachusetts State Police and a 
member of the Stonehill College 
Police Department since 2014, 
was appointed department chief 
in January after Chief Peter Carnes 
retired. 
1991 
Jennifer Gundersen was named 
South Hadley’s chief of police 
after spending 24 years with the 
Amherst Police Department, most 
recently as its captain. She was 
sworn into ofce on Jan. 4. 
Boyce Morin has joined Risk 
Strategies, a national insurance 
brokerage and risk management 
frm, as its vice president of 
university health plans. He 
previously worked for Aetna 
Student Health, most recently as  
its director of client services and 
head of market relations. 
Christine (Carlson) Squitieri
was named director of sales 
for the northeast GSO region 
at Associated Luxury Hotels 
International. 
25TH REUNION MAY 31–JUNE 2 
1994 
Edward Cooley was named the 
head men’s basketball coach 
for Team U.S.A. at the 2019 Pan 
American Games in Lima, Peru.  
The games will take place July 27 
to August 10. Cooley, who is the 
head men’s basketball coach 
at Providence College, was also 
named Go Local Providence’s 
Rhode Island Man of the Year. 
Eric Kozlowski was promoted 
to senior vice president and 
chief merchandising ofcer for 
the department store Bealls, 
Inc. He previously served as the 
vice president of planning and 
allocation for Bealls. 
1995 
Jamal Gomes, a guidance 
counselor and the head boys’ 
basketball coach at Bishop 
Hendricken High School where 
he was the Gatorade State Player 
of the Year as a student, had the 
school’s basketball court named  
in his honor. 
Michael McLucas was inducted 
into Stonehill’s Athletic Hall of 
Fame. Among Stonehill football 
players, he ranks fourth all-time He is also the associate director 
with 2,160 yards rushing, third for the Center for Advanced 
Building Confdence 
Theresa (Nevico) Roden ’91 had never
considered herself an athlete. In fact, the year
before her frst triathlon, she hadn’t even heard
of one. “I was on the beach with my family when I
saw people running in the Block Island Triathlon. I
thought, ‘I’m doing that next year,’“she says.
Once she started training, Roden’s attitude
about exercise and eating healthy changed. “I
felt empowered and was in the best mental and
physical state of my life,” she recalls. 
In 2010, after having completed several
triathlons and as she was preparing her daughter,
Abby, for middle school [pictured], Roden
refected on how transformative a triathlon
experience could have been during her own
teenage years.
“I asked myself, ‘What if we took girls who
didn’t consider themselves athletes and gave
them the support, equipment and training to
reach a goal that seems impossible? Imagine
the diference it could make,’” she says. With the
support of Abby’s school, Roden started i-tri, a
mind-body-spirit empowerment program, with
14 girls, no money and borrowed bikes.
She trained the girls—some of whom hated
running and were afraid of the pool’s deep
end—for a triathlon. Now in its 10th season, i-tri
has expanded to 10 partner schools and 200
participants. “The i-tri team and school liaisons
invite girls who could beneft the most from the
program to participate. It’s free and supplies the
girls with training and equipment to get them
to the fnish line,” explains Roden, an education
major who spent years teaching.
The girls also learn about healthy eating, goal
setting and afrmations. Roden notes, “The larger
goal is for the girls to be able to apply these skills
throughout the rest of their lives.” 
Sales to Science 
DURING HIS TIME at Stonehill, George Gomes
’89 could have been found in a biology lab,
on the intramural basketball court, hosting
his radio show, taking philosophy electives or
doing feld research at beaches all over New
England with Professor Maura Tyrrell’s marine
biology class.
Gomes says that Stonehill taught him not 
to be afraid to try new things and that “there 
is nothing wrong with failing in a supportive 
environment.”This confdence prepared him to 
take a leap of faith and make a career change 
from sales to teaching. 
Gomes had already been coaching at
his alma mater, Sacred Heart High School in
Waterbury, Conn., when a position to teach
science opened up. Having majored in biology,
he jumped at the opportunity. Now in his sixth
year of teaching, Gomes strives to teach his
students about the value of scientifc inquiry.
“More than anything, I try and teach them to
be problem solvers,” he says about his frst-
year biology students. He sees some of those
students again in AP biology during their
senior year.
Outside the classroom, Gomes coaches
freshman baseball and basketball and assists
or lab and on the court or feld.both sports at the varsity levels. This means
with 521 carries and ffth with 15 
rushing touchdowns. He was the 
frst Stonehill player to receive 
the New England Football Writers 
Gold Helmet after gaining a 
school record 250 yards with three 
touchdowns in a game in 1994. 
1996 
Kellie Stamp was cast in the play 
You Can’t Take It with You, which 
ran at the Franklin Performing Arts 
Company in January. She currently 
works as the dance department 
coordinator for the Franklin School 
of Performing Arts. 
1998 
Peter Mulligan was promoted to 
partner in the accounting, fnance 
and administrative divisions of 
WinterWyman, a Waltham-based 
talent acquisition frm. He formerly 
was a principal in the same 
division. 
20TH REUNION MAY 31–JUNE 2 
1999 
Jessica Batcha was inducted into 
Stonehill’s Athletic Hall of Fame.  
and skills they need to own their 
As a middle blocker for the 
economic success. Wheelin is 
volleyball team, she still holds 
a member of Robinson+Cole’s 
program records with 1,251 kills, 
Research in Forensic Science, an 
industry/university cooperative 
research center under the 
direction of the National Science 
Foundation and the National 
Institute of Justice. 
Erin (Vrysen) Walls was inducted 
into Stonehill’s Athletic Hall 
of Fame. As a member of the 
women’s soccer team, she started 
all 78 games of her career as 
a defender. She twice earned 
All-East Region honors as well as 
All-Northeast 10 honors. 
2001 
Nicholas Losurdo was named 
counsel to Commissioner Elad 
L. Roisman at the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission in 
Washington, D.C. 
Brian Wheelin, an attorney for 
Robinson+Cole LLP, was named to 
the Junior Achievement of Greater 
Fairfeld County’s Stamford 
Community Board. Junior 
Achievement is the nation’s largest 
organization dedicated to giving 
young people the knowledge 
509 blocks and 281 blocks solo. 
She is also third in career sets 
played, with 436 and career block 
assists, with 228. 
Sarah (Roy) Lerner is a risk 
manager at Middlesex Health in 
Middletown, Conn. 
Michael Minicucci has joined 
Brookline Bank’s commercial 
banking group as a vice president 
for commercial banking in its 
Braintree ofce. He previously  
held senior business development 
and commercial lending roles at 
the Bank of America. 
2000 
Adam Hall, an American 
Academy of Forensic Sciences 
Northeast Regional Award winner, 
was appointed editor of the 
textbook series Forensic Science 
Handbooks by Saferstein and Hall. 
business litigation group. 
2006 
Matthew Guarracino, business 
development manager at JM 
Electrical Company, served as 
president of the Massachusetts 
Building Congress for the 2018-
2019 session. 
Andrew Schweighardt is a 
criminalist at the New York 
City ofce of the chief medical 
examiner in the department of 
forensic biology. He also teaches 
at John Jay College of Criminal 
Justice, Pace University and New 
York University. At the American 
Academy of Forensic Sciences 
(AAFS) Northeast Conference, he 
received the AAFS regional award 
in recognition of his contributions 
to the feld. A fellow forensic 
scientist and alumnus, Adam Hall 
’00, nominated him for the award. 
Carson Shea became an associate 2007 2010 
at Eckert Seamans Attorneys  Dana DeIngenis was inducted Colleen Evans is a nurse 
at Law. He joins the frm’s Boston into Stonehill’s Athletic Hall of practitioner at East Boston 
ofce to focus on commercial Fame. As a member of the outdoor Neighborhood Health Center. 
litigation in state and federal track team, she earned All-America 
courts. He also advises and honors by placing eighth in the 2011 
defends clients in employment 1,500-meter run at the 2006 NCAA Matthew Gorman is a vice 
and product liability matters. championships. She was a seven- president of public afairs at 
time participant in the NCAA Targeted Victory, a full-service 2013
championships in cross country strategy and marketing frm in 
Jessica Zebrowski, an
and track and feld. Arlington, Va. 
optometrist, joined Blondin Shea 
Eye Care in Torrington, Conn. 2008 2012 
Daniella (Granato) Pollara was Lindsay Connors owns her 
5TH REUNION MAY 31–JUNE 2 
inducted into Stonehill’s Athletic own photography business, 
Hall of Fame. As a member of Lindsay Connors Photography, in 2014 
the women’s tennis team, she Charlestown. Adriana Solimine moved back  
earned frst-team All-Northeast 10 to the U.S. from Germany  Rachel (Smith) Hand was named 
honors in singles and doubles as to become the senior manager the executive director of Family 
a frst-year and sophomore. She for internal communications Promise North Shore Boston in 
compiled a record of 108-36 over and strategic projects for Beverly, a nonproft that aims to 
four seasons and in 2006 helped MilliporeSigma, a supplier to  return newly homeless families to 
lead the team to its frst Northeast the life science industry. economic self-sufciency. 
10 regular season title in 14 years. 
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that graduating seniors likely started out on his
freshman team, giving him the opportunity to
watch them mature and progress as student
athletes over their four years.
Gomes, whose son George II graduated
from Stonehill in 2017, notes that teaching and
coaching are not too diferent—both allow him
to infuence student learning, in the classroom
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2016 
Matthew Brown, paralyzed as a 
result of a hockey accident in high 
school, raised nearly $40,000 through 
Kickstarter to publish his book, 
Line Change. The book covers his 
experience and the lessons he has 
learned from it. 
Nathaniel Morris was signed by the 
Hildesheim Invaders of the German 
Football League. He previously 
played for the Braunschweig New 
Yorker Lions, where he was one of the 
league’s leading wideouts, with 1,138 
yards receiving. 
2017 
Carlos-Andres Bonilla was named 
executive director of The Highlands,  
a nursing and rehabilitation facility  
in Fitchburg. He previously worked  
as a human resources recruiter for the 
company. 
Ryan Logan was signed by Wedel 
of the Pro-B basketball league in 
Germany. He spent last season playing 
for Hefgen, averaging 22.3 points  
per game. 
Aisha McAdams, former photo editor 
Taking it Old School 
IN JANUARY 2011, Thomas Deschenes ’04
created a list of “wacky goals” that he would
like to achieve in the new year.  At the top
of that list was to create a board game.
“It was never in my mind that this would
get published and become available
worldwide,” says Deschenes. But in 2017, thanks
to a partnership with Upper Deck, his game
Quest for the Antidote, did just that. 
Deschenes recalls that the defning 
moment of the project came in 2013, when he 
frst took the prototype to SnowCon, a gaming 
convention in Bangor, Maine. “Up until that 
point, it had just been me constantly tweaking 
the game and playing diferent variations of it 
with family and friends,” he says. But he quickly 
realized that he had something special on his 
hands. “Here I was watching strangers play the 
game, looking for things that were broken, 
but I was distracted by all of the laughter and 
excitement going on around the table.” 
Deschenes, who was an English major and
received a master’s degree in liberal arts from
Harvard University, is the director of business
development for Purdue University Global.
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He notes, “The more technologically advanced we
become, the more the pendulum swings toward
people being interested in detaching from their
phones and spending time with friends and
family around the table.” His hope is that Quest for
the Antidote, already one of Upper Deck’s hottest
selling board games, inspires them to do just that. 
As for the future, Deschenes says, “I’d like
to see this become an animated series, with
multiple diferent Quest for the Antidote games
on store shelves.” 
REUNION 2019 
May 31–June 2 
CLASSES OF
1969, ’74, ’79, ’84, ’89, ’94, 
’99, 2004, ’09, ’14
AND THE PILLAR SOCIETY.
Visit stonehill.edu/reunion for
more information. 
NOTEPAD 
Purple Door Business Network The Alumni Association’s 
Purple Door Business Network is your best resource for 
fnding businesses owned and operated by alumni. With 
more than 26,000 living graduates, Stonehill has alumni 
in nearly every industry. The network is searchable by 
industry and location and includes business descriptions 
and contact information. Listing a business in the network 
is available to all alumni. Visit stonehillalumni.org to fnd or
list a business. 
Career Mentoring Directory The Career Development 
Center and the Ofce of Alumni Afairs ofer a career 
mentoring directory, housed on the Stonehill Connect site. 
By registering as a career mentor, students and alumni 
interested in entering your feld will be able to contact you 
for career advice and career development opportunities. 
As a mentor, you can choose how you wish to be contacted 
and how you would like to be involved. To sign up as a 
mentor or to search for mentors, visit stonehillalumni.org. 
Become Educators in the Faith The Congregation 
of Holy Cross Priests and Brothers is an international 
community dedicated to educational, pastoral and social 
ministries. For vocations, contact Rev. Tim Mouton, C.S.C. 
at 574-631-6385 or at tmouton@holycrossusa.org. Visit 
holycrossvocations.org. 
Upcoming
Events 
May 
16 Twenty-eighth Annual
Alumni Night at the
Boston Pops 
31 Through June 2,
Reunion 2019 
June 
15 Stonehill Day at
Newport Polo 
August 
15 Sixteenth Annual Back-
to-School Backpack
Project 
October
 11–21 FRANCE 2019:
Exploring the Birthplace
of Blessed Basil Moreau
and the Congregation
of Holy Cross
at The Summit, is a Boston-based 
professional photographer. 
2018 
Nathaly Lopera is a dementia 
care management assistant for 
Hebrew SeniorLife, a senior care 
and independent living facility in 
Cambridge. She previously was a 
practice assistant for the Wound 
Care Center at Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital. 
Madison McGlone is the coordinator 
for media, public relations and 
professional athletes for the New 
York Road Runners in New York City, 
N.Y. She previously worked as the 
communications director for Greater 
Long Island Running in Plainview, N.Y. 
Rochelle Ryan, who joined the 
Stonehill College Police Department 
(SCPD) in 2002 after serving with the 
Weymouth Police Department, was 
promoted to lieutenant: patrol and 
investigative services with SCPD in 
February. 
Matthew Todisco is a fnancial analyst 
for Nasdaq in Boston. 
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Trading Spaces 
ONE OF HER fondest childhood memories was
receiving a small tool box from her grandfather.
Little did Robyn Kinch ’00 know that this gift
would one day inspire a life-changing journey. 
As a criminal justice major, Kinch initially
thought she would enter law enforcement,
following in the footsteps of her father, a retired
Brookline police ofcer. 
“I enjoyed the theology classes that I took so
much that I added a double major in religious
studies,” says Kinch, who decided to pursue a
career in higher education. 
After earning a master’s degree in research at
Andover Newton Theological School, she landed
a job at Boston University’s Graduate School
of Theology. It was during this time, that Kinch
recalls watching carpenter Amy Wynn Pastor
tackle home improvement projects on TLC’s show
Trading Spaces and thinking, “That looks like an
absolute dream.” 
“I always had the nagging itch to learn
carpentry,” says Kinch. A few years ago, she
enrolled in a basic woodworking class at the Eliot
School in Jamaica Plain. “My very frst project was
building a wood box with a sliding lid,” explains
Kinch.  She was hooked.
In 2016, she left her job at Boston University
to enroll full time in the carpentry program at
the North Bennett Street School in Boston. Kinch
completed the one-year program and is currently
in the apprenticeship period of her training. Her
dream is to own her own home improvement
company. 
“Home is so important to me,” Kinch says,
“and I just love the idea of helping others make
improvements to theirs.” 
STONEHILL AT SCHOOL These six alumnae are making a diference at North Grafton Elementary, a small school
of just under 300 students. From left to right, they are Renee (Rogers) Bond ’08, literacy interventionist, Heather
(Kenrick) Nadeau ’97, literacy interventionist, Julie (Yankauskas) Flynn ’00, principal, Megan (Litwin) McDonald ’00,
literacy interventionist, Jenna Pilski, ’12, school psychologist, and Michelle Leroux ’11, a grade one teacher. 
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WEDDINGS 
Jayne Horsman ’02 to Daniel 
Hofman, 6/29/18 
Andrew Cutter ’09 to Laura 
Schulz ’09, 6/23/18 
Katelyn Kelly ’09 to Jesse 
Craddock, 8/10/18 
Kimberly Cole ’09 to Curtis 
Sellon, 9/22/18 
Meghan Sheehy ’09 to Brian 
Simonds, 10/6/18 
Samantha Marcin ’10 to Kevin 
Sacco ’11, 7/27/18 
Emily Moscaritolo ’10 to
Jonathan Walsh, 6/16/18 
Anna Gillis ’11 to Dwight 
Jackson ’12, 7/28/18 
Elizabeth Gordon ’11 to Colin 
Brooks, 11/4/17 
Lora Hanley ’11 to Jamie 
Levenseler, 8/4/18 
Laura Fischer ’11 to Christopher 
Nemeth, 8/19/17 
Lindsey Booth ’11 to Stephen 
Polito ’12, 9/14/18 
Justin Cerra ’12 to Jennifer 
Rotondi ’13, 9/15/18 
Leah Weiss ’12 to Sean Dalton, 
10/28/17 
Sara Denoncourt ’12 to Lucas 
Marks, 8/4/18 
Dylan Anderson ’13 to Nolyn 
Hartley, 4/21/18 
Meaghan Bosy ’13 to Peter 
Steiwer ’14, 10/7/18 
Brendan Buono ’13 to Kathleen 
Doherty ’14, 7/29/18 
Lindsey Beauregard ’13 to
Matthew Duggan, 8/25/18 
Jessica Talbot ’13 to Sean Hester, 
8/4/18 
Matthew McCormack ’13 to
Jenna Lussier ’13, 11/17/18 
Candace Hubner ’13 to Tyson 
St. John, 10/14/18 
Brian Stanton ’13 to Stephanie 
Cooke ’15, 7/28/18 
Bryan Rooney ’14 to Lauren 
Bonagura ’14, 8/3/18 
Amanda Gauthier ’15 to
Matthew Nichols ’15, 10/20/17 
Weddings Pictured 
1. Lauren Baptiste ’08 and 
Matt Stevens, 7/15/18 
2. Nicole Dikegoros ’14 and 
Neal Dotterer ’13, 9/22/18 
3. Alana Mihovics ’10 and 
Thomas Sullivan, 7/14/18 
4. Amanda Tripodi ’11 and 
Todd Sather ’13, 6/16/18 
5. Stephanie Fleming ’12 and 
Gerald Leone ’10, 9/22/18 
6. Caitlin Fowler and David  
Broderick ’13, 10/13/18 
7. Lynley Joynt ’13 and Daniel 
Judge ’11, 10/6/18 
8. Amber Travers ’11 and 
Christopher Mattie ’11, 8/4/18 
Wait, There’s
More to See! 
Want to see more photos of your
classmates getting married or 
of their little bundles of joy? You 
now can by visiting SAM online at 
stonehill.edu/alumni-magazine.
Want to submit a wedding or
baby photo? Here’s how: Visit 
stonehill.edu/alumni/keep-in-
touch and complete the form and 
photo upload. 
To be considered for 
publication, upload digital photos 
in .jpeg format, at least 2 MB in 
size. The person submitting the 
photo must be part of the wedded 
couple or parent of the baby and 
a Stonehill graduate. Because of 
space constraints, not all photos 
submitted will be included in the 
print version of the magazine, 
but those meeting the specifed 
requirements will be included in
SAM online.  
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Daniel Saunders ’60 of Fall River Francis McCarthy ’67 of Paul McCarthy ’76 of Pittsford, N.Y., OBITUARIES 
died October 21. He is survived Saxonburg, Pa., died on October died September 22. He is survived 
by his wife, Jean (Guilmette) ’58, 30. He is survived by his wife, Carol, by his wife, Annie, three daughters, 
William Berigan ’52 of Hingham six children, two sisters and 15 and two sisters. 10 siblings, including Burke ’78, and 
died November 4. He is survived by grandchildren. three grandchildren. 
his fve children, four grandchildren Paul Fernberg ’68 of Randolph 
and a great-granddaughter. Christopher Hughes ’61 of Hyde died August 7. He is survived by Mark Thomas ’76 of Marblehead 
Park died October 21. He is survived his fancée, Patricia Mazules, his died October 28. He is survived by 
Bernard Chittenden ’52 of by his two brothers and nieces and mother, daughter, three siblings his wife, Mary, his mother, three 
Duxbury died November 21, 2004. nephews, including Mary Hannan- and four grandchildren. children and fve siblings. 
He is survived by several nieces and Yee ’88. 
nephews. Philip Galipeau ’68 of Alexandria, Richard Uronis ’79 of South 
Thomas Mudd ’61 of Owensboro, Va., died May 30, 2009. He is Yarmouth died July 11. He is 
Donald Senna ’53 of Bedford died Ky., died January 6. He is survived survived by his three children and survived by his wife, Carol, four 
January 6. He is survived by his by three children and six a brother. children, three siblings and four 
wife, Barbara, three children, eight grandchildren. grandchildren. 
grandchildren and fve great- Michael Hancharyk ’69 of Apopka, 
grandchildren.  Pamela (Conry) Kiernan ’62 of Fla., died October 22, 2010.  Suzanne Geary ’84 of Arlington 
Wareham died December 24. She is died September 18. She is survived 
Paul Kennedy ’55 of Franklin died Pauline (Worth) Seaman ’69 ofsurvived by her two sons, a brother by her father and four siblings. 
December 3. He is survived by four Brookline died December 30, 2013. and seven grandchildren. 
children and fve grandchildren. She is survived by her husband, Kathleen Horn-Santo ’84 of 
Francis Driscoll Jr. ’63 of Fitchburg J. Scott, three children and three Newburyport died January 22. She 
Armond Colombo ’55 of Brockton died August 18. He is survived by siblings.  is survived by her husband, John, 
died October 28. He is survived his wife, Carleta, three children, her son, Joseph ’17, her parents and 
by his wife, Elizabeth, six children, Candace Wagner ’69 of Concord, two siblings, including Dennis ’65, three siblings.  
13 grandchildren, and nieces Calif., died December 12, 1998. sister-in-law Virginia (Losordo) ’65 
and nephews, including Michael Denise (Flaherty) Pagacik ’85 ofand eight grandchildren. William Borden ’70 of Sebastian, 
Raymond ’70 and Donna (Langway) Littleton died September 16. She is Fla., died December 18, 2016. 
Thoreson ’84. Susanne (Egan) McGlynn ’63 of survived by her husband, Ivan, two He is survived by his wife, Marie 
Taunton died December 25. She is sons, her parents and a brother. 
Charles Lindberg ’56 of Hyannis (Mendler) ’70.  survived by her two children, two 
died September 29. He is survived Carole (Freeman) Bonin ’87 ofsisters and two grandchildren.  Lucille (Comeau) Geran ’70 of 
by his wife, Alyce, four children, Attleboro died December 11, 2017. Dennis died May 28. She is survived 
including Mary (Lindberg) Roux ’89, John Dembrowsky ’64 of She is survived by six children, by her stepdaughter, two siblings 
and four grandchildren, including Stoughton died December 27. He including Thomas Mendes ’94, and three grandchildren. 
Jonathan ’09. is survived by his wife, D. Louise three siblings, 14 grandchildren 
(McKeough) ’95, four children, Frank Briguglio ’71 of Honolulu, and 16 great-grandchildren. 
David Hern ’57 of South Easton seven grandchildren and four Hawaii, died December 9, 2017. He 
died January 21. He is survived by Virginia (Moore) Hodder ’87 ofsiblings. is survived by his signifcant other, 
his wife, Mary, three children and Portsmouth, Va., died October Pamela Wong, and his brother. 
four grandchildren.  Sr. Marie Christine Kleponis, CJC 27. She is survived by two 
’64 of Brockton died September Joseph McDermott ’72 of daughters, three stepchildren, 
John Gorman ’58 of Vero Beach, 4. She is survived by her three Philadelphia, Pa., died January 10. 18 grandchildren and 19 great-
Fla., died December 28. He is siblings. He is survived by his two sons, 10 grandchildren. 
survived by his wife, Mary (Benson) siblings and former wife, Sue Ann 
’58, his daughter, a brother, two Robert Suchy ’64 of New Fairfeld, James Cobis ’90 of Lakeville(Machado) ’72. 
grandchildren and many nieces and Conn., died December 28. He is died August 14. He is survived 
nephews, including Ann (Mackin) survived by his wife, Judith (Curtin) Rose Palano ’72 of North Easton by his wife, Grace, two children, 
Curtin ’79, as well as sisters-in- ’65, his mother, three children, a died August 31. She is survived by including James Jr. ’99, and three 
law Elaine (Benson) Timilty ’60 brother and three grandchildren. her brother and many nieces and grandchildren. Michelle (Brokaw) ’05 and Shaila (Cavanaugh) ’09 and Babies PicturedBABIES and Mary (Burke) Benson ’67 and nephews. Colin McDougall, Jamaica Plain, Michael Gentile, Plymouth, 1. Peary Harper, 11/28/17, Anna  Michael Byron ’65 of East Mary (Thomas) McDavitt ’90 of brother-in-law Thomas Benson ’65.son, Duncan, 4/2/18 daughter, Amaya Catherine, (Peary) ’07 and Jacob ’07  Falmouth, died August 9. He is Carol (Veilleux) Downer ’73 of Foxborough died December 30. Kathleen (Mara) ’02 and Adam
9/27/17 Musman Robert Hegarty ’58 of survived by his wife, Jacqueline, Hampton, N.H., died November 13. She is survived by her six children, Lukowski, Braintree, son, Rowan Eliana (Nader) ’06 and Kevin 
Needham died January 28. three children, four siblings, She is survived by her husband, two siblings, 22 grandchildren and John, 11/18/17 ’06 Grifth, Wakefeld, son, Bridget (Conway) ’10 and 2. Jonah Peter, 1/11/18, Kristen  
He is survived by two children including Gregory ’82, and four George, her son, her brother and eight great-grandchildren. Jonathan Riley, 10/5/17 Brian ’10 Moore, Stratford, Palleo ’08 and David CrepeaultKelly (Craven) ’03 and John 
Conn., daughter, Madison, and four grandchildren.  grandchildren. two grandchildren. Michele (Cacciola) Wisentaner ’90Paul Maranda, Seabrook, N.H., Meaghan (O’Connor) ’07 and 3. Helmsley Balcom, 7/26/18, Kathryn 
daughter, Emerson Ann, 5/2/18 Steven Tardanico, Hanover, son, 11/14/17 and Michael ’12 Atkinson Sandra (MacKenzie) Feeley ’60 Edward McHugh III ’65 of Mark Sullivan ’75 of Lakeland, Fla., of Monroe, Conn., died December 
Liam Langford, 10/9/18 of Jensen Beach, Fla., died October Massillon, Ohio, died August 23. died August 4. He is survived by his 16. She is survived by her husband, Jacqueline (Klages) ’04 and 4. Isabelle Grace, 8/28/18, Jeanine 29. She is survived by her husband, He is survived by his wife, Lois, wife, Sandra, and three siblings. Douglas ’89, two sons and a Bryan Donnelly, Newtown, Elise (Mostello) ’09 and (Weiss) ’06 and Jef Hogan Paul, three children, nine siblings three children, two sisters and two brother. Conn., daughter, Katelyn Daniel Congreve, Cambridge, Robert Gorman ’76 of Torrington, 
5. Kevin Robert, 4/8/18, Alyssa  and seven grandchildren. grandchildren. Isabella, 8/5/18 daughter, Eleanor Marie, 6/1/18 Conn., died November 21. He is Kathryn (O’Brien) DelGrosso 
(Harel) ’11 and Eric ’10 Shelters  Mary Ann (Voveris) Doherty ’66 survived by his wife, Carolyn, and ’91 of Easton died December 20. Allison Ross ’05 and Jarod 
6. Halia Cameron, 6/18/18, Nina  of Wakefeld died December 13. She son, Matthew ’11. She is survived by fve siblings, Kershek, North Andover, 
and Jayson ’02 Tinsley is survived by her husband, Herold, four children, 13 grandchildren, daughter, Willa Rose, 10/12/18 
and two brothers. three great-grandchildren and fve 
siblings. 
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College Obituaries 
Religious Studies Professor Peter 
Beisheim, who died in September, 
served Stonehill as a teacher, scholar 
and advocate for social justice for 50 
years. A theologian of the American 
Catholic church in the post-Vatican 
II era, he taught Church and Social 
Justice, Global Catholicism, Justice, 
Peace and Ecology. He helped 
to transform the Catholic Theology Department into a 
Religious Studies one that included Protestant ministers and 
Jewish rabbis. A pioneer of the hospice movement, he was 
among the frst professors in the nation to teach a Death, 
Dying and Bereavement course. 
The founding director of the Cinema 
Studies program, Professor Emeritus 
of English Robert Goulet died in 
December. He was known for his 
enthusiasm and academic rigor as 
well his legendary lending library of 
3,400 movies, which he shared with 
students and faculty alike. Over 44 
years of teaching, he made many 
contributions to the English Department and exhibited 
a wonderful ability to prompt and inspire deep, critical
thinking about literature and flm. In 2002, he received 
the Louise F. Hegarty Award for Excellence in Teaching. He 
retired in 2012. 
Professor Michael Horne, who died 
in January, worked with the world’s 
leading physicists in exploring  
the mysteries of entanglement.  
A theoretical quantum physicist, 
he had a passion for the discipline’s 
fundamental rules. In dissecting 
these rules and proposing 
experiments that apply them in 
new ways, he worked with only a notebook and a number 
two pencil. He was a regular fxture in the Pettit Atrium, 
discussing assignments and reviewing projects with 
students, always helping them to appreciate the beauty  
and practicality of physics. 
Adjunct Professor Peter Rapp
died in July. Well-liked by his 
students and peers, Rapp, 
whose courses often focused 
on technology and healthcare, 
served in the Healthcare 
Administration Department for 
16 years, until his retirement in 
2012. Along with teaching at 
the college level, Rapp also taught elementary and high 
school students during his career and volunteered as a 
science teacher at Elizabeth G. Lyons Elementary School 
in Randolph for 25 years. 
Accounting Professor John 
Schatzel, C.P.A., who died in 
December, always set high 
standards for his students, which 
involved heavy workloads as 
well as intense preparation 
and commitment. In the 
classroom and as a mentor, 
he expected students to go 
beyond mastering the technical areas of their discipline 
and stressed critical thinking, teamwork and strong 
communication. One of his most innovative initiatives 
is Real Audit™, an interactive multimedia simulation 
of real-world fnancial auditing that allows students to 
learn by doing as they prepare to be skilled auditors. 
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Rhododendron Drive 
Finding Happiness
with Harry Potter 
BY RACHEL RIANI ’19 v When I started at Stonehill four years ago, I 
never would have pictured myself in a classroom discussing spells like 
Expelliarmus or debating whether or not Dumbledore had the best 
intentions for Harry Potter. But there I was, my frst semester of my senior 
year, sitting in Professor Scott Cohen’s Harry Potter: Magic and Metaphors 
literature course as a frst-time reader of the popular series—and never 
having watched the movies—having exactly those conversations. 
While our class had heated discussions about Dumbledore’s 
relationship with Harry and explored the signifcance of Harry’s happiest 
memories, I found myself contemplating my own happiness. 
Harry’s journey through Hogwarts, what makes him happy. However, 
where he receives his magical by the fnal novels, Harry’s view of 
education, gives him the opportunity to happiness matures, as he thinks of his 
perform spells and fght evil, but it also friends and relationships with those 
helps him discover what brings him joy. he loves as what ultimately provides 
In the early novels, Harry believes happiness in life. 
playing the sport Quidditch—winning As I thought of Harry’s experience, 
games as he fies on his broom—is I couldn’t help but refect upon how my 
educational journey has informed my 
own happiness. Stonehill students are 
encouraged to engage the heart and the 
mind, and I can say—as I round out my 
four years here—I have done just that. 
Pursuing on-campus internships, 
being a peer mentor for incoming frst-
year students and participating in the 
H.O.P.E. Service Immersion program 
are just a few of the opportunities 
that have ignited the fre to pursue my 
passions—using writing and nonproft 
work to make an impact on other 
people’s lives—unlike ever before. 
Through these profound experiences, 
I have discovered, in part, what 
contributes to my overall feeling of joy 
and contentment. 
Like Harry, my happiest moments 
are those rooted in my relationships 
with other people—experiencing the 
welcoming arms of the family from 
my homestay on my H.O.P.E. trip to 
Florida, laughing with the orientation 
team, sharing my work with peers in 
my creative writing classes. These are 
the memories that protect me from 
negativity—just as Harry’s relationships 
protected him from dark magic. 
Having been unfamiliar with all 
things Harry Potter, I couldn’t have 
imagined that at 21 years old, I would 
think deeply about the importance of 
happiness because of a series that is 
read by so many middle schoolers. 
Harry unveils what makes him 
happiest by the age of 17, and I am still 
refecting on this feeling as I conclude 
my college career. Before entering what 
can seem like the intimidating "real 
world," I will use this knowledge to 
guide me as I navigate a career path 
that I care about and spend time with 
those who bring light to my life. 
Having an academic setting that 
opened my eyes to the happiness I have 
experienced so far in my life is rare, 
and quite honestly, magical. 
Rachel Riani ’19 is an English 
major and creative writing and 
philosophy minor. 
SHARE YOUR STORY. Submit your 500-word 
essay about your Stonehill thoughts and 
memories to klawrence@stonehill.edu. 
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SPRING BALL Stonehill's frst baseball
feld, with Donahue Hall in the
background, was located on what is
now the main quad. While the feld
wasn't in ideal condition, it didn't
stop the 1953 team from winning the
conference championship that year.
